Rental Experiences
of tenants, landlords, property managers, and park residents in Victoria

Overall experiences with renting in Victoria
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Rental laws in Victoria...
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tenants & landlords
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Property managers

39%

44%

Favour the tenant
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Main areas of dispute

Balance of rights of rental laws

Favour the landlord
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Landlords

Would consider using a dispute
resolution mechanism less formal
than VCAT
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Views on lease arrangements
Landlord views on lease terms of more
than 12 months

Circumstances when a 5 year lease term
would be considered by landlords

Property condition, repairs and maintenance
Tenant rating of current property condition
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Main barrier is risk of
problematic tenants
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Completed promptly and
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Resolved directly with
landlord
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Security of tenure
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Stricter eviction processes
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Tenant has good
rental history
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No
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of property managers believe changes
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Notice to vacate for ‘no speciﬁed’ reason

Tenant feels they can stay in current property for as long
as they want to
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of tenants experienced problems in
getting the work completed

Moved out of property

Tenants have requested
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Repairs and maintenance
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concerned about cost of
rent/rent increases

of landlords report using
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think landlords’ situation
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4%
of tenants have received a
notice to vacate using this
clause

Problematic tenant behaviour
Damage to the property
Late rent payments

Other research ﬁndings
Sales inspections

Cost of renting

Other research ﬁndings
Pets
Landlords allowing pets in the rental property

Never
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allow pets would
consider it if they
could charge an
of tenants would consider
additional pet deposit paying an additional pet
deposit
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Tenants
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of landlords increase rent
less frequently than once
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Think sales inspections should last 4 weeks or less

This infographic was produced by EY Sweeney for Consumer Aﬀairs Victoria. The surveys were conducted in January to March 2016.
Sample sizes: Tenants (n=1,836), Landlords (n=250), Property managers (n=52), Residents of moveable homes (n=78), Residents of caravan parks (n=27).

